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Challenges Facing 21st Century African Women

Atsango Chesoni1

"What about the World Bank's Mr. Wolfensohn's promise, made in Beijing to thousands ofwomen to invest in their

priority areas? Why do we need to generate growth through Exxon/Shell/Elf's oil exploitation in order to see it trickle-

down to alleviate poverty when we know that growth has not created trickle-down results anywhere? " Yassine Fall,

"Economic Policy Choices: Promoting or Endangering Sustainable Human Development Rightsfor Women in Africa. "

Madame Chairperson, Mr. Executive Secretary, Excellencies, Honourable Ministers, NGO

Representatives, Youth Representatives, Ladies and Gentlemen it gives me great pleasure to have the

honor of speaking to you on the theme of "Creating Opportunities for Africa's New Generation."

This opening presentation has been titled "Challenges Facing 21st Century African Women," for

reasons that shall become obvious in due course. Women form over halfthe population ofthe world

and by the year 2000 more than half of the world's population will be under 20.2 Youth constitute

over 60% of the population of most African countries. In Kenya alone 75% of the population is

under the age of 20. It therefore can safely be said that the future of Africa vests in the hands of

young women. One ofthe tasks and challenges ofthis Conference is to examine how we can best

facilitate young people to achieve their potential and successfully see Africa through the 21st Century.

It is my belief that women and youth are Africa's largest untapped economic asset. To realize this

untapped potential we must clearly identify the economic challenges facing Africa in the 21st Century

as they pertain to the needs and expectations of the youth. During the course of researching this

presentation, seven key challenges emerged they were:

□ Globalization

□ Information Technology

D Conflict

□ Education and Training

□ Health and Population

□ Leadership

□ A Legacy ofPatriarchal Decision Making, Legal and Policy Systems

'A number ofpeople generously gave time and information to ensure that this presentation came to light I
would in particular like to acknowledge: Ms. Jagit Plahe and Mr Oduor Ongwen ofthe Multilateral Development

Initiatives Programme at ECONEWS Africa; Dr Charity Kabutha at Winrock International; Mr Kennedy Mukutu; Ms.
Anita Churi ofAISEC; Ms. Sylvia Amisi; Ms Lynne Wanyeki; all the youth delegates to the African Women and '
Economic Development Conference in particular Ashu, Martha, Benjamin Raletsatsi, Agnes Kagendo, Tony Nganga

and Daniel Tamirie, who during the youth delegates pre-conference meeting were assigned to examine the presentation
and shed light on the experiences ofyouth in their parts of the continent.

^k ill, "The Global Teenager," Whole Earth Review. No. 46 Winter 1989: 35
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The phenomenon ofglobalization has been with us for over two centuries now although its current

manifestations are new. The colonial process itself can be referred to as a form ofglobalization in

which Europe annexed the resources ofthe rest ofthe world.3 Thus given the breadth and complexity

of globalization this presentation will only concern itself with three elements of it: the impact of

Structural Adjustment Programs (hereinafter SAPs); the erosion of socio-economic rights by macro-

economic policies, privatization and liberalization; and finally debt.

In the early 1980s the World Bank required many African states to undertake structural adjustment

programs in order to ensure that they efficiently serviced their debts. A characteristic of SAPs was

"rolling back the state," which emphasized trimming the state's role and privatization ofmany ofthe

services the state was historically responsible for. The trouble with this approach is that the African

state was responsible for many basic services which the majority of African people are too poverty

stricken to be able to afford. In the 1980s under the SAPs African states increasingly cutback on

spending in education and health services in order to service their international debts. In 1983-4 the

government of Sierra Leone, for example spent 22.6% of its monies on servicing its public debt whilst

19.1% of expenditure went towards education. By 1985 the Sierra Leonean government was

spending 68.3% of its monies on public debt and only 5.9% of national expenditure went to

education.4 Many African youth are having to pay for rundown tertiary level education services

whereas their parents had access to free education. Disgruntled teachers and lecturers in African

countries are going on strike whilst their students riot over increasing university fees.5 Given that the

majority ofAfrica's people are under 20 years ofage there are going to be increasing demands on the

education systems ofthe region. Furthermore how can the region escape its cycle of debt if its people

3See, Shiva Vandana, WTO, Women and the Environment: An Ecological and Gender Analysis of 'Free

Trade," Women In Development- TradeAspects on Women in the Development Process, ed. Eva Haxton and Claes

Olsson (Uppsala: Swedish International Development Authority, 1995) 20; in which Vandana Shiva states:

Globalization is not new, even though its contemporary form is. The colonization ofthe entire world by

European powers was the first wave of globalization. The second wave began after the ex-colonies had gained

political independence and was characterized by the universalization of production and consumption patterns of

western industrialized countries across the world as 'development', financed by development bilateral aid

agencies and multilateral development banks like the World Bank....The third phase of globalization is

exemplified by the trade treaties like GATT and the establishment ofthe World Trade Organization which are

imposing the interest of a handful of multinational corporations in all economic contexts, irrespective of their

environmental and social impact.

4 See Fall Yassine, "Economic Policy Choices: Promoting or Endangering Sustainable Human Development

Rights for Women in Africa," WIDE Bulletin February 1998,: 22-23. In this essay, Yassine Fall clearly illustrates how

in order to service their debts under SAPs, the governments of Sierra Leone and Senegal had to cut back on spending in

essential services and instead channel monies into servicing the public debt.

5In September-November 1997 Kenya's education system was paralyzed by a teachers strike, as the Kenya

National Union of Teachers demanded a 200% pay rise. In Senegal elementary school teachers are having teach under a

system called "double flux," where (hey have to "teach more than one hundred pupils who are divided into two groups

that come to school at different times and days ofthe week. This system has a negative impact not only on the capacity

of the teachers to perform because they are overworked and exhausted, but also in the reduction of teaching

hours given pupils." Fall 22



are not literate and provided with skills that enable them to compete in an increasingly technologically

advanced world?

Structural adjustments and reforms also recommended economic liberalization to create an economic

environment attractive to foreign investors. Policy-makers heedless ofthe impact have negotiated

the economic liberalization and privatization processes that are destructive for vulnerable,

marginalised groups such as women and the youth. The theory behind these macro-economic policies

is that they will result in economic growth enabling countries to generate foreign currency to sustain

their debt service payment.6 The reality is that the liberalization and privatization processes are

occurring at the cost of small African businesses and local industries. The liberalization process has

for example resulted in the closure of Kenyan textile companies, such as Rift Valley Textile

(RIVATEX), as second hand clothes are imported and sold at a cost far lower than new clothes

manufactured by local companies. Commenting on the recent closure of his company one ofthe

executives at RIVATEX pointed out that whereas companies such as his had to pay taxes, second

hand clothes dealers do not and can afford to sell their products cheaply.7 The consequence ofthe

closure of local companies is rising unemployment hundreds of Kenyans have been laid off since

RIVATEX closed down. Who will provide the industrial base for 21st Century Africa if local

businesses, cannot survive the 20th Century?

The privatization of state monopolized businesses such as parastatals is being conducted in such a

way that it benefits a politically well connected minority male elite. Often such businesses are run

down, sold at a very low price to a member of the political elite and then a few years later the

particular sector in which they operated is liberalized.8 As the public sector is trimmed women are

often the first to go because they are in low paid and low skill work. Furthermore to cope with the

rising unemployment and cuts in the public sector through retrenchment etc. those who have

traditionally been in the formal economy are turning to the informal sector which is traditionally

women's domain. Petty women traders who have traditionally relied on trade in local agricultural

goods are undermined when tomatoes and oranges are imported. There is also an overt assault on

small businesses and socio-economic rights by the globalization process in increasing attempts to

create multi-lateral agreements that tie countries but allow foreign investors unlimited access to

national resources in their totality. In particular the phenomenon of the export processing zones

(EPZs), the recent attempts to introduce the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) and the

initiative to alter the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) should be

closely examined.

Export processing zones (EPZs) exist in several African countries - Mauritius and Kenya to name a

6Fall 24

7See the Daily Nation 23 April 1998,: 3

8Witness the current tussle over the ownership of the Kenya Creameries Cooperative (KCC) which

for years monopolized and controlled the sale of milk. The company's directors have gone to court to

challenge the Head of State's right to interfere in their affairs. See the Daily Nation 14 April 1998.



couple and are being considered in several others such as Zimbabwe. In order to attract investors

wanting to set up EPZs, countries offer them a tax haven and cheap unskilled labor. Transnational

corporations (TNCs) find the EPZs attractive as they offer an opportunity to produce goods at a

much lower cost than they would in their home countries. Labor laws are suspended in the EPZs,

where the target employee is a 19-year-old woman who does not have the right to unionize.9 As has

been noted in a study on EPZs in Bangladesh: "Young women are selected especially to work in

EPZs because in patriarchal cultures, they are brought up under hierarchies of age and gender, and

socialized to defer to authority."10 There are few if any training opportunities that will enable workers

in EPZs to advance themselves, the long hours and repetitive work is detrimental to their health.

Whilst the justification given for EPZs is that they provide job opportunities in places where

unemployment is high, the reality is that this happens at the expense of long-term benefits to the host

country and its citizens. Despite the already extensively documented evidence ofthe negative impact

of EPZs on young women workers, African governments in an attempt to replicate the apparent

economic success ofthe Asian tigers, have been negotiating for EPZs in their countries. Given that

young people and women stand to lose most in the EPZs one would expect them to be at the

negotiating table however they are never included in these delegations.

EPZs constitute only the first and institutionalized step in a set of sustained assaults on workers rights

that are particularly detrimental to youth and women. There is a need for African states to closely

monitor the implications of negotiations taking place within the World Trade Organization (WTO),

IMF and OECD. The Uruguay round oftalks, which gave rise to the WTO, extended the term trade

to include: intellectual property rights; services; investments and agriculture.11 This has given rise to

a series ofattempts to create multilateral agreements that ensure that socio-economic rights become

a bargaining tool between foreign investors and governments. If for example, the move within the

OECD to pass the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) had succeeded, governments signing

onto the agreement would not have the right to provide special benefits to local investors and small

businesses, whilst foreign investors would be guaranteed such benefits.12 Now that the implications

'Labor laws are suspended in EPZs, so is the right to freedom of association, a universally recognized human

right. At the time the EPZs opened up in Kenya even Government employees could not go in, currently journalists may

obtain permission to observe the workers but cannot speak with them. Information on the conditions ofyoung women

working in the EPZs was garnered through interviews with the Kenya Women Workers Organization (KEWWO) what

little information received corroborates research done in countries, which have a longer history of the EPZs such as

Bangladesh. See for example Aliani Shabano, "International Capital Discovers Bangladeshi Women: Female Garment

Workers in the Dhaka Export Processing Zone," Women in Development- Tf^de Aspects on Women in the

Development Process, ed. Eva Haxton and Claes Olsson (Uppsala: Swedish International Development Authority,

1995) 68 - 93. In the course of her research on EPZs in Bangladesh, Shabano Aliani found that:

Not only do EPZ employees select mostly women to work in their factories; they choose them according to

certain "desirable" characteristics. Some of the characteristics of Bangladeshi workers [were that].... 8% of

the female workers [were] below 15 and over half of them [were] below 20 years of age....

10 Aliani 78

11 Shiva 18-19

13See "The MAI a Bill ofRights for International Investors" and World Wildlife Fund - UK Background

Briefing Note, "Will the MAI affect Developing Countries," January 1998



ofthe MAI have been made public, its promoters have been forced to seek other venues to guarantee

themselves the rights contained in the MAI; the new forum is the IMF. One of the agendas ofthe

1998 IMF Spring meeting is to alter Articles VIII and XIV of the IMF to give it unprecedented

power over the capital accounts of countries.13 Should the attempts at altering the articles of the

IMF succeed governments will no longer have the power to regulate the flows of money, products

and services across the borders. African countries need to be particularly concerned about these

trends in world trade as the IMF already enjoys immense power over the economies of at least

twenty-six African countries through the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Debt Initiative (HIPC

Initiative) adopted in 1996.14 Globalization has indeed placed "women in the remotest villages of the

Third World...into direct collision with the perspectives and power of men who control global

patriarchal institutions."15 Whose lives are being negotiated away when a government no longer has

the right to refuse investment that would result in the pollution of its waters and eviction of local

communities? Where will 21st Century African's live if their homeland continues to be mortgaged

at the rate that it is?

Although it may pose the greatest of them globalization is not the only challenge faced by 21st

Century Africans. One of the more positive aspects of globalization has been the increased access

to information that is provided through Information Technology (IT). With the advancement of e-

mail and the Internet, African youth are able to communicate with their counterparts across the globe

in seconds. However the issue of accessibility is central to that ofFT in Africa and must be addressed,

currently IT is only available to an elite. Educational institutions such as the University ofNairobi's

main campus do not have computer laboratories. Furthermore the fact that Africa has not played a

leading role in modern technological advancements is greatly detrimental for enterprising African

youth. An African representative of the International Association of Students Interested in

Economics (AISEC) pointed out that although many African youth apply to be included in AISEC's

exchange programs with computer companies, youth from countries that are more technologically

advanced are preferred.16 Furthermore whereas companies in the west are required to provide

support to local communities the law in African countries rarely places such obligations on investors

regardless ofwhether they are local or international, this places African youth at a disadvantage when

seeking internships. There is therefore a need for African states, NGOs and businesses to identify

ways in which they can support enterprising youth.

The conflict situation in many African countries has also had grave repercussions for youth. 150 or

so wars were fought during the cold war, many ofthem "proxy wars" ofthe Super Powers took place

in the Third World. The existence of military bases and wars has made many young women

vulnerable to sexual exploitation whilst young men kill each other for causes they hardly understand.

13See Durban Andrea, "The MAI Reborn: IMF Change ofBylaws Gives It Unprecedented Power Over
National Capital Controls." :

'"For more on HIPC see Fall 26 - 28

15Shival9 .. .. , .

l6In preparing for this presentation, I interviewed Ms. Anita Churi ofthe Kenyan Chapter ofAISEC and I am
indebted to her for the information on the challenges and opportunities that they have witnessed.



Countries like the Sudan and Rwanda continue to suffer due to war, youth and women are the

victims. They are increasingly also perpetrators for example in Liberia, Angola, Uganda, Somalia,

Ethiopia, Sierra Leone and Mozambique the presence of child soldiers has been well documented.

Lacking alternative means of employment, it is often poor boys and girls who are forced to join

armies where they lose their lives and limbs for the benefit of a small international and local elite. As

armies and guerilla forces exhaust their supplies of available men they are turning more to women and

young children to replenish their forces.17 Of the 200,000 or so children involved in wars as

combatants globally, 10% are girls.18

In a post conflict situation women are left to assume the brunt of the task of re-building collapsed

nations. Over 60% of Rwanda's current population are women, many of them widows. The

patriarchal systems in African states do not prepare women to assume this role. In Rwanda for

example, patriarchal land tenure systems that do not allow women to inherit land has meant that war

widows also face the prospect of homelessness. The genocidal nature of wars such as the one that

took place in Rwanda also meant that women of childbearing age became targets in combat. Forced

pregnancies and the disembowelment ofpregnant women are some ofthe characteristics of genocidal

warfare. Addressing the physical and psychological impact of war is part of the agenda of

reconstructing war-torn African nations. The task of rebuilding nations lies in the hands ofwomen

and child survivors ofwar and to ensure that they are able to meet this task not only do they need to

be provided with technological skills, and access to training but they must also be given support to

heal.

Access to education and training are not only a concern in countries recovering from war. The

impact ofthese cuts in education as a result of SAPs is felt most by women and youth, this is reflected

in comments of interviewees and the statistics on access to education emerging from African

countries. A youth representative from Ethiopia stated that in rural areas, the fact that schools are

far away often results in parents preferring not to send their daughters to school. The daily trek to

school puts girls at risk. The education of sons is also prioritized due to cultural reasons, a son is an

investment as he will stay in the home and build its economic stability whereas a daughter will be

married and leave the home. Harmful traditional practices such as early marriage, dowry and female

genital mutilation (which is a premarital rite in most communities) greatly impinge the potential of

girls and women. Harmful traditional practices have implications for both the education and health

of girls and women. Early marriage interrupts the education of girls; it also leads to them being

involved in childbirth at a young age. African countries consistently register high maternal mortality

rates.19 Some ofthe factors that have been registered in the incidence of high maternal mortality are

the health repercussions of harmful traditional practices in particular adolescent pregnancies and

FGM.

g Women Population and Global Cmhs: A Political EconomicAnalysis. (London: Zed

Books 1997)285

1811Anger, Hate and the Lure of Adventure," World Press Review No. 1. January 1996: A18

19Compare Congo's statistics of 113 deaths per 100,000 to Japan's 11 deaths per 100,000. Source: UNDP,

Human Development Report 1995 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995) 54 - 55



Education provides access to services, without which most rural and urban women live in a state of

poverty with little hope for improvement. They become subject to legal and institutional

discrimination to their bargaining power and a minority in decision making.20 In a joint study on

Female Participation in Education in Sub-Saharan Africa, UNESCO and the African Academy of

Sciences, have shown that the number ofgirls with access to education reduces the higher the level

ofeducation. In Guinea for example, in 1990, 48% ofthe girls enrolled in primary schools made it

to grade 5 and only 4% ofstudents enrolled in secondary schools were female. In Zimbabwe, which

had an 82.3% literacy rate in 1990, 89% ofthe girls survive up to grade 5 however only 73.2% made

the transition to secondary education. The less educated one is the less employment opportunities

available.

The structural adjustment programs resulted in heavy cuts in expenditure on health in African

countries. In Senegal today, for example, the government spends less than it did in 1968 on health -

in the 1968 budget, health constituted 9% ofthe national budget whereas in 1994 it only constituted

5.4%.21 Perhaps what is more distressing is that most of the illnesses killing Africa's youth and

women and youth are preventable. According to the 1997 WHO report, almost half the world's

population lives under the threat of malaria. 300-500 million of malaria cases occur in Sub-Saharan

Africa, most ofthe victims are children. Young women and men also identify distinct barriers in their

attempts to access health services, particularly information and advice on reproductive health.

Although both the Beijing and Cairo Platforms assert youth's and women's right to family life

education, African states continue to be resistant to implementing these arms of the Platforms for

Action. This is particularly alarming as the incidence of HIV/AIDS undermines economic growth

projections in African countries which otherwise would register healthy economic growth. Life

expectancy figures for Uganda without AIDS is 53 whereas with AIDS it is 40; projected life

expectancy in the year 2010 for Botswana without AIDS is 66, but with HIV/AIDS it falls to 32.22

Yet access to health services remains difficult for many youth. As one young woman phrased it, how

can you expect a 15 year old girl to walk into the same clinic as her mother or aunt to ask for advice

on family planning. Creating youth friendly health services remains a challenge for most African

countries.

Despite the fact that majority of the population is under 20 and female, decision making and

leadership positions in many African countries continue to be dominated by old men. Culture is often

used as the justification for refusing to allow youth access to decision making positions, yet

indigenous African political systems whilst respecting elders did have a process for handing over

power through the age-set systems. Young women and men consistently cite lack of willing mentors

as one ofthe problems they face in their attempts to break into various fields in life. Anita Churi, one

ofthe youth representatives interviewed, described the process of finding mentors in this way:

Sometimes when we go into an office all we want is guidance we are willing to offer free

^ukutu Kennedy and Marani Martin, "The Path to Women's Empowerment," unpublished, 1998.

2lFall 22

22US Bureau of the Census, The Demographic Impact ofAIDS. 1997



labor in exchange, even when we are not asking for money people still throw us out. In

Germany, their Head of State feels honored to write for their AISEC Newsletter, in Kenya

we cannot get appointments with some executive directors.

Unfortunately youth are perceived as a liability instead of an investment how is Africa going to

empower its young people to face the future with such attitudes. Ashu, a youth representative spoke

ofhow parents often viewed with suspicion out of school activities even when they were educational

and would result in peer exchange of information. A cursory glance at who is who at many African

Parliaments will illustrate that women are under represented, only 8 Kenyan Parliamentarians are

women, Ethiopia has only one female Cabinet Minister is it therefore surprising that in international

negotiations the views ofwomen do not come through?

The work ofwomen is often undocumented and since it dominates the informal sector its economic

value is not reflected in gross domestic products. Given the invisibility ofwomen and youth in policy

making, how can African States exploit their potential? How do you plan for those who you do not

see? The combined effect of wars, structural adjustment policies and changing trends has resulted

in a large incidence offemale-headed households, yet the economic policy models relied on by most

African states are male - based. Many African economies are agriculturally based and women

constitute the majority ofrural communities due to patterns in urban rural migration yet agricultural

extension services are modeled for and tend to target men. This is despite the fact that where women

have been targeted by agricultural extension services they have produced higher yields.23 Ironically
despite the fact that women perform most agricultural labor, primary and secondary education

agricultural curricula target boys.24 Finally land tenure systems and property rights show a distinct

male bias. Whereas African women cultivate and preserve the land they have little control over it.

In Botswana a woman registering a title deed for land is required to state her marital status.25 In

Kenya women own less than 1% ofthe land.26 The patriarchal nature of some African legal systems

does not recognize the full citizenship ofwomen thus militating against their property rights. The fact

that discrimination on the basis of sex is still allowed under the laws of some African countries means

that banks can discriminate against women in provision of loans, the barriers experienced in getting

credit are a disincentive to enterprising African women and youth.

In the face ofthe struggles that they are encountering, African women and youth still have much to

offer the world. Whereas the west is graying, Africa is a youthful continent the majority of Africans

are young (75% of Kenya's population is under 20). Most African people are women (over 60%

ofRwanda's population is female). These young African women represent the international labor for

the future. Africa is an emerging market, increasingly the north is looking to Africa as a potential

market for its goods, as evidenced by Bill Clinton's recent visit to the region, how can our countries

23See Blumberg Lesser Rae, African Women in Aericuture: Farmers. Students. Extension Agents. Chiefs.

(Arkansas: Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development, 1992)

24See Obura Anne, Chanfin? Imaees

"Moektsi, Lekopanye, "Gaining'Ground Against Laws of Bi&s" AjricanAgenda Number 14,1997:14

26Chesoni Atsango, Second Class Citizenship: The 1996 FIDA(K) AnnualReport on the Le^alStatus of

Kenyan Women. (Nairobi: International Federation ofWomen Lawyers - Kenya Chapter, 1997) 3
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exploit this fact? Africa can offer new thinking and alternative perspectives on international economic

policies as it stands African people in particular women and youth are absent from decision making

process in respect of economics at the local, regional and international levels, yet they are the ones

most affected by these policies. Young African people through projects like ECONEWS Africa's

Multilateral Development Initiative, are illustrating how effective monitoring of macroeconomic

policies can help formulate strategic youth and woman friendly interventions. In order to survive

African women have had to be particularly innovative. Increasingly indigenous knowledge is being

commercialized. It is important that indigenous forms of knowledge be documented and patented

in ways that make them beneficial to young African women.

The models, approaches and policies being evolved and used by African countries to respond to the

needs ofwomen and youth also illustrate the immense creativity within the continent. The Women's

Budget in South Africa illustrates a gender sensitive approach that ensures resources for

implementation of the Beijing Platform of Action.27 In Malawi, the Government has placed

approximately US $ 1,000,000 in banks as collateral for women's businesses. The African Women's

Leadership Institute, which offers mentoring opportunities for young African women and prepares

them for leadership, addresses issues of management, coping with and addressing sexism etc. The

Ugandan Government is popularizing its Gender Policy through small booklets that are easily

accessible. These initiatives al! illustrate the potential in Africa where a woman and youth-friendly

approach is adopted.

Solutions are also coming from the youth in respect of many areas. In Botswana, youth are

organising for youth friendly health services by providing health services at a youth recreational

center. Through this project youth are being assisted by the Botswana Family Welfare Association

to enforce their rights. In Kenya youth working at the Kabiru Health Care Trust have devised a

project, which they are calling the "One Stop Shop," which will provide recreational facilities, health

care services and advice to youth in a youth friendly environment. The African Charter is the only

human rights convention that recognizes the right to development and collective rights. It is binding

on all African States except for the Sudan and Morocco, which have not ratified it. The principles

within the Charter should guide the manner in which African governments approach trade

negotiations. Current international laws on trade agreements do not recognize collective rights and

given that under the WTO, intellectual rights are becoming subjects of trade, it is important for

African countries to lobby for the recognition of community owned property.

A number ofconditions have to be met in order for Africa to successfully face the challenges ofthe

21st Century. Law reform processes need to take into account customary laws that erode women's

rights and disenfranchise them. There must be improved access to credit for women and youth.

Many enterprising young people and women are prevented from realizing their potential due to a lack

of access to credit. To obtain a loan one needs collateral which often-young people lack, as they have

not had an opportunity to acquire property. Sexist laws in some countries also require women to

27 Budlender Debbie, "Writing budgets with a "G"." African Agenda. Number 14,1997: 18



have their husband's names in order to obtain a business license. Under some legal systems single

women are not entitled to tax reliefs, housing benefits etc and married women are not entitled to tax

reliefs on their mortgages. Such laws should be repealed and amended. Countries, which have

ratified the Women's Convention but placed a reservation on Article 13, should remove that

reservation, in keeping with their obligations under the Beijing Platform of Action. Data should be

disaggregated by age and gender, so that we are able to make appropriate interventions. In

negotiating international agreements state representatives should take into account their impact on

youth and women and where necessary opt out of clauses that are detrimental to socio-economic

rights as well as put in place strategies that will ensure that the more vulnerable groups are cushioned.

Currently the negotiation ofinternational agreements is characterized by secrecy. When negotiating

international agreements Governments should use a consultative approach and include women and

youth representatives from the NGO and private commercial sectors in their delegations.28 During
the 42nd Session ofthe United Nations Commission on the Status ofWomen held in March 1998,

Botswana illustrated how a combination ofNGOs and Government representatives who are all given

a voice in the official delegation can prove a formidable combination in international fora.

All African States should have national policies on gender and youth. Gender must be taken into

account in budget allocation; a lot ofcountries justify not implementing the Women's Convention and

the Beijing Platform for Action on the basis of lack of resources. The Women's Budget in South

Africa has shown that it is important and fruitful to ensure that resources are clearly identified and

allocated to women. African states, which have not ratified the Women and Children's Conventions,

should do so. All African states, which have not done, so should incorporate these international

human rights instruments into their domestic laws and report to the respective treaty bodies.

Since women are a minority in most parliaments and youth are not represented at all in most

parliaments, it is important that law reform processes be structured in such a way that civil society

organs are able to contribute to these processes. Youth in Kenya for example, have formed a

National Youth Movement through which they are making demands of the constitutional reform

process; it is critical that such movements be entitled to representation in law making bodies.

Violence against women is a great detriment to the health of women and prevents them from

achieving their full potential. Early marriages and female genital mutilation (often a pre-marital rite

ofpassage) prevent girls from continuing their education. A critical factor in why women stay in a

violent relationship or marriage is economic dependency a young semi-literate wife is more likely to

be economically dependent on her husband. Younger women are also more vulnerable to sexual

harassment in the work place. Legislation, legal aid, counseling and other support services that are

in the interests of survivors ofviolence against women should be recognized as being an important

contribution to women's economic empowerment. Developing a rights approach to economic issues

28 In her article "Economic Policy Choices:Promoting or Endangering Sustainable Human Development Rights for

Women in Africa," Yassine Fall illustrates this mentality when she relates the story of a Chadian farmer shot and fatally

wounded when he was showing an oil exploration site to his children, the project was being financed by the World Bank

in consortium with several transnational corporations and did not allow locals within its vicinities.
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and encouraging mainstream human rights practitioners to move away from their focus on so called

first generation rights to an emphasis on the indivisibility of rights will help to safeguard socio-

economic rights and monitor human rights violations that particularly affect women and youth

This conference as a forum bringing together, youth, women, policy-makers, NGO and donor

agencies under the aegis of the United Nations should be a place where we hear examples of good

practice that are being used in Africa to advance women and youth. This Conference provides us

with an excellent forum to exchange information about strategies being adopted. It is critical that

suggestions on how women and youth can be included more in policy, law and decision making be

made. In particular this conference should recommend that where implementation ofthe Beijing and

Dakar Platforms for Action are being monitored young women be included amongst the

representatives ofboth NGO and Government delegations. We must begin to develop a process in

which we listen to what the youth have to say. African youth and women are always defined in the

family context there needs to be a change in the way women and youth are socialized if the Beijing

Platform for Action is to be implemented. I believe the future of Africa vests in the hands of young

women and men it is only by creating a truly enabling environment for them that Africa will not only

survive but emerge from the 21st Century as a force to be reckoned with.

Atsango Chesoni, 28th April, 1998
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